The current bulletin contains the following articles. To learn more, please go to:  http://www.prdcompany.com

NOVEMBER 2007

NEW GENERATION SWP MACHINE TO AMERON INTERNATIONAL

PRD- Cagil supplies a SWP Machine to Ameron International.

USA leading Pipe Manufacturer AMERON International agrees with PRD-Cgil for a supply of a new generation PRD Mill as a part of their upgrade schedule.

This SWP machine equipped with FRS 5001 series of new generation forming unit will produce pipes that are 24” to 144” in diameter, and have length of 6m to 18m. Wall thickness can go up to 25mm.

The unit is due for shipping in fall of 2008

SWP PLANT BEING COMMISSIONED AT GREGORIAN INTERNATIONAL

SWP Plant which was shipped to Gregorian International, Venezuela in July – August 2007 is now being installed and commissioned.

OFFLINE UPGRADABLE SWP Mill is set for API rated pipe manufacturing and equipped with PRD FRS 5001 series new generation forming unit.

Down stream includes Hydrostatic Pipe Tester, Beveler, X Ray Unit and Material Handling System.

Gregorian International also orders to PRD – CAGIL new Beveling head and additional real time X Ray unit within the scope their extension program. The units are going to be shipped in April 2008.

PLEASE CONTACT PRD COMPANY TO LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR PRODUCTS.

SWP MILL SUCCESSFULLY COMMISSIONED AT ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI, USA

PRD successfully completed the commissioning of an SWP mill in March 2007 at Trinity’s new facility. This mill produces pipes that are 16” to 120” in dia., length of 6m to 16m, wall thickness 25mm.

PRD- CAGIL SUPPLIES NEW EDGE MILLING UNITS to ERW PIPE MANUFACTURERS

Apart from serving the Edge Milling units to SWP Manufacturers around the world, where the latest ones were for Ameron International of USA and Ufuk Pipe of Turkey, PRD-CAGIL also supplies Edge Milling Machines to ERW Pipe Manufacturers.

Cayirova Pipe of Turkey orders two each of Edge Milling Machine, for their Turkish plant in October 2007

PRESHIPMENT TESTS DUE ON JANUARY 2008

An Offline Upgradable SWP Machine for Erciyas Pipe of Turkey is going to be cold tested on January 2008 at Cagil’s workshop in Turkey.

SWP Machine is designed to serve for x100 grade of steel and having a 460 tons of forming force at his new generation forming unit.

New developments on the Coil Holding Section, Metal Joiner and Main Drive unit is being introduced in the first time in API rated Spirally Welded Pipe making technology.

Please contact us for the details.
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